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RESERVES (DAMPIER TO BUNBURY NATURAL GAS PIPELINE CORRIDOR) BILL 2002 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 9 April. 

HON GRAHAM GIFFARD (North Metropolitan - Parliamentary Secretary) [10.39 am]:  Yesterday I was 
addressing the first of the three reserves that are to be excised under this Bill.  I was talking about the Minyulo 
Nature Reserve and how the effect of this excision will apply only to the current 30-metre corridor.  The 
summary of the strategic environmental review states - 

The proposed corridor route follows the existing DBNGP corridor to minimise the impact of crossing 
the Minyulo Brook . . .   

The proposals to go around the brook were environmentally unacceptable.  I am advised that if that were to 
happen, two crossings would be involved.  The summary also states that the proposed corridor traverses 800 
metres of the nature reserve, and that construction of a pipeline alongside the existing corridors is considered 
preferable to a five-kilometre deviation, which would include a second stream crossing.   

Clause 6 will remove 12.799 hectares from the Badgingarra reserve.  That area comprises only the current 30-
metre wide corridor.  I was talking about that yesterday when Hon Robin Chapple asked about Coomallo Nature 
Reserve.  I have sought clarification on the future of that reserve.  It might be that I will offer that advice to him 
in committee.   

Hon Robin Chapple:  Will you also seek advice on Wandana Nature Reserve, Burma Road Nature Reserve, Hill 
River Nature Reserve and Twyata Nature Reserve?  

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I have received advice on those four reserves, and I will refer to them in a few 
minutes.   

Clause 7 refers to the third park reserve to be excised.  This clause will remove 268.5813 hectares from the Cane 
River reserve.  I am advised that it is considered impractical to deviate around this reserve due to the significant 
extra distance that would be involved.  The strategic environmental review states that a 70-kilometre deviation 
would be required to avoid this area.  This is not feasible due to the high financial and environmental costs that 
would be incurred during the construction and operation of an additional pipeline.  These costs would include 
supporting facilities and additional infrastructure such as access roads.   

Those are the reasons for widening the corridor in that third reserve.   

Hon Robin Chapple interjected.   

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  No.  Other members spoke about the quality and environmental value of that 
reserve.  That has not been raised as a particular issue, but I note it.   

Hon Robin Chapple raised a number of issues.  He talked about areas affected by the pipeline, and canvassed a 
range of issues such as the reserves that are to be excised by the Bill.  He mentioned a number of issues that 
relate to the pipeline but not to the specific excisions under the Bill.  I am advised that although the extra 70 
metres of the corridor will go around Badgingarra National Park, there are valid reasons for it to pass through the 
Minyulo and Cane River reserves.  The proposed alignment, which follows the existing corridor, minimises the 
impact of crossing Minyulo Brook.  If it were to be otherwise, a five-kilometre deviation, including a second 
crossing upstream of the reserve, would be required.  The Cane River Conservation Park was a destocked 
pastoral lease held by the Department of Conservation and Land Management.  An area of approximately 166 
hectares, or 0.1 per cent of the park, will be impacted by the excision.  A deviation of 70 kilometres would be 
required if the pipeline were to avoid this area.  Previous speakers have noted that, given the previous pastoral 
use of the land, the environmental impacts are likely to be low, subject only to appropriate rehabilitative 
programs. 

Members asked why some national parks and A and C-class reserves but not others are dealt with by this 
legislation.  I am advised that reserves that are not class A do not require parliamentary consideration.  Under 
section 42(3) of the Land Administration Act, the minister may by order excise five per cent or one hectare, 
whichever is the less, of the area of an A-class reserve for the purpose of public utility services.  I am advised 
that the land that will be impacted on by the corridor essentially comprises slithers of those reserves, and comes 
within those limits.   

I refer to the four reserves that Hon Robin Chapple mentioned.  I am advised that the Wandana Nature Reserve, 
the Burma Road Nature Reserve, the Hill River Nature Reserve and the Twyata Nature Reserve will not be 
affected by the widening of the corridor.  It is proposed that the corridor will go around those reserves.  Where 
the department has been able, it has agreed to take the pipeline around reserves.   
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I am also advised that section 41 of the Dampier to Bunbury Pipeline Act 1997 provides restrictions on the use 
of land in the pipeline corridor -  

. . . the land is not to be used in a way that is inconsistent with anything that is on, or is being done on, 
the land in accordance with rights conferred under section 34; 

Section 34 provides for the referral of rights to construct and operate pipelines for the purposes of transporting 
gas.  An alternative use for the corridor, other than for gas pipelines, would require legislative change.  That 
issue was raised in debate in this Chamber, and I note that the matter was also raised during debate in the 
Legislative Assembly, and the minister made her position reasonably clear on that.  Notwithstanding what people 
may have intended the corridor to provide for ultimately, in reality the provision in the legislation - I refer to 
section 34 - is to construct and operate pipelines for the purpose of transporting gas.  Notwithstanding what has 
been said by people who may or may not have been involved in the legislation at the time, that is what the 
legislation provides, so any proposed change to the use of the corridor would need to come back to the 
Parliament so that it could consider legislative change.   
Hon Robin Chapple also raised questions about vegetation controls and the vegetation regime within the 100-
metre exclusion zone.  I am advised that vegetation controls in national parks and A-class reserves will be 
managed in an environmentally acceptable manner.  As I said yesterday, any specific proposal for the 
development of pipelines requires referral to the EPA under section 38 of the Environmental Protection Act, and 
rehabilitation generally would occur with species compatible with those in adjoining land.  Vegetation controls 
will apply only to areas subject to pipelines, and not the full 100-metre width of the corridor.  Specific conditions 
will be included in the land access rights conferred on pipelines to ensure minimal damage to existing 
vegetation.  As we know, at the moment there is only one pipeline within the corridor, which is operated by Epic 
Energy.  I am advised that the ongoing land management responsibilities are funded through the gas pipeline 
trust account.   
Hon Robin Chapple also referred to the Red Book and Bushplan.  Reasonably general observations were made at 
that point.  He may want to raise more specific issues about that at the committee stage.  Management techniques 
for these corridors are required by the EPA and include: to minimise the extent of the disturbances to vegetation 
and declared rare and priority flora species; to locate the pipelines as close as possible to the existing pipeline; to 
locate outside conservation areas when possible sites of temporary disturbance, such as vehicle parking areas, 
pipe lay-down areas and borrow pits; to undertake a dieback survey and implement management techniques to 
prevent the spread of the disease; to undertake a weed survey and implement management techniques to prevent 
the spread of weeds; to use existing access tracks when possible; to minimise disturbance to surface hydrology; 
to implement erosion control measures; to implement fire prevention and control measures; and to progressively 
rehabilitate disturbed areas.  That is an outline of a reasonably comprehensive range of management techniques 
for these corridors that are required by the EPA.   

I also make the point that a number of deviations have been made around a number of nature reserves in the 
northern sand plains and the south west forests - the swan coastal plain region - which have high conservation 
values and which are likely to contain significant flora species and vegetation communities.  I note that that is 
another matter that was raised by Hon Robin Chapple.  Again, if he wants to ask more specific questions, I will 
endeavour to satisfy him in that regard.  In relation to Perth’s Bushplan, at the request of the Department of 
Environmental Protection, it was agreed to avoid wetlands with high conservation value near Muchea and 
Bullsbrook and to prevent the fragmentation of bushland areas within Bushplan site 97, the Kirby Road 
bushland.   

The final issue raised by Hon Robin Chapple, which I will briefly address, is the environmental hazards 
associated with controlling dieback.  I am advised that the Department of Land Administration has developed a 
memorandum of understanding with the Department of Conservation and Land Management, which will enable 
the land access minister to impose conditions, including conditions on access, to ensure compliance with CALM 
requirements and to give effect to remediation if required.   

In addition to the questions asked by Hon Robin Chapple, Hon Dee Margetts raised the question of 
compensation.  I am advised that normally if the Government takes an easement, a relatively small portion of the 
value of the land is paid.  However, because of the nature of the rights being taken in this instance, landowners 
will be paid 100 per cent of the value of the land.  That is defined as the full freehold land value, and will be paid 
for land taken for state corridor rights as determined by the Valuer General.  Landowners will be paid 85 per cent 
of the value of the land for the conversion of the existing 30-metre easement for state corridor rights.  The reason 
that 85 per cent of the value is being paid is that the State Energy Commission of Western Australia had 
previously paid 15 per cent of the freehold land value, so that will result in those landowners being paid the full 
100 per cent value of the land.  In relation to the 70-metre expansion of the corridor, 100 per cent of the freehold 
land value will be paid.   
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Hon Dee Margetts:  That is not what they were talking about.  They were saying that if those things prevented 
them from using their dam water or accessing their property, compensation needed to deal with the impact on the 
value of the rest of their property, not just that strip of land.   

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I understand the point that Hon Dee Margetts makes.  I am advised that DOLA has 
agreed that like-for-like compensation is required for land acquired for dam catchment.  In the case of a dam, if a 
satisfactory and fair outcome cannot be achieved through a replacement dam, compensation commensurate with 
a satisfactory replacement water supply must be paid.  This may relate to a windmill or bore facility, for which a 
replacement dam would not provide a fair and equitable replacement water supply.  I am not aware of any 
specific instances in which there are problems with that process, but if the member wants to raise a particular 
issue at the committee stage, I will do my best to address it for her.   
Hon Dee Margetts also raised issues about weight and flying restrictions.  The Department of Land 
Administration is currently liaising with Epic Energy on weight restriction issues and those issues will be 
notified soon to all affected landowners in a newsletter to be produced on a regular basis by DOLA, the land 
managers of the corridor. 
I advise that in general there is a 10 tonne per axle weight restriction crossing the pipeline.  If that is not 
considered adequate, landowners will have the opportunity to approach DOLA for consideration of specific 
weight limits.  Those weight limits will be assessed on a property-by-property basis in light of the issues, 
including soil types and the depth of the pipeline.  It is possible that as a result of that, safe, higher weight levels 
will be assessed for individual landowners.  That information will be explained properly in the newsletter. 
Hon Dee Margetts:  Landowners have been trying so far to get that information but have not been able to get any 
commonsense from DOLA.  If it is going to do it, it should do it fairly soon. 
Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I have just explained that it is currently 10 tonnes per axle.  If landowners believe 
that is inadequate, they will have the opportunity to approach DOLA to be assessed on a property-by-property 
basis.  I am advised that DOLA is currently in the process of assessing a property at no cost to the landowner. 
Hon Dee Margetts:  Geez! 
Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I make that point so that members do not say that it will be a cost to landowners.  I 
have to be careful around here. 
In setting that general limit and allowing landowners to approach DOLA with individual matters, the intention is 
to not disrupt normal farming activities. 

I believe Epic Energy has distributed to landowners safety guidelines for flying near pipelines.  There are no 
legal restrictions, I am told, on flying over the pipeline, but Epic wants to be made aware of any aircraft in the 
near vicinity of the pipeline.  That is entirely reasonable if aircraft are in the area when Epic is, for instance, 
venting gas from pressure stations.  That will also be included in the newsletter to remind people for safety 
purposes that it is important to let Epic know when aircraft will be in the vicinity of the pipeline. 

Towards the end of her speech, Hon Dee Margetts referred to the river system in figure 41.  I was unsure of the 
point she was making. 

Hon Dee Margetts:  I want to know where it is.  Do you know?  Does anyone know?  If you read the report -  

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  What page is that on? 

Hon Dee Margetts:  That is a darned good question. 

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  Is it 4.1 or 41? 

Hon Dee Margetts:  It is figure 41 on vegetation.  It is in a report by Mattiske Consulting Pty Ltd titled “Flora 
and Vegetation Survey for the Expanded Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline Land Corridor”.  It is figure 
41 but it does not have a page number. 

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I cannot find that report right now. 

Hon Dee Margetts:  The question relates to whether there are any potential impacts. 

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I cannot find the document referred to by the member. 

Hon Dee Margetts:  It probably proves our point that the report is extremely difficult to read. 

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  It just means that I cannot find the document referred to by the member. 

Hon Dee Margetts:  You may have another report. 
Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I must have.  Is it the document I am holding in my hand? 
Hon Dee Margetts:  No. 
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Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I do not have the document in front of me, which is why I cannot find it; that is the 
simple answer.  If the member hands me the document, I will ask the adviser during the committee stage to look 
at it and I will attempt to address that question for the member.  Other than that question, those are the issues 
raised by members that I wanted to address.  I thank those members who have indicated their support for the Bill 
and I commend the Bill to the House. 
Question put and passed. 
Bill read a second time. 

Committee 
The Chairman of Committees (Hon George Cash) in the Chair; Hon Graham Giffard (Parliamentary Secretary) 
in charge of the Bill. 
Clause 1:  Short title - 
Hon DEE MARGETTS:  The minister invited me to follow up my questions at this stage.  A number of people 
want to know how many waterways will be traversed by this pipeline, as there appears to be quite a few.  I refer 
in particular to a river system listed in diagram 41 of the report by Mattiske Consulting Pty Ltd titled “Flora and 
Vegetation Survey for the Expanded Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline Land Corridor”.  What river 
system is illustrated on the right side of the diagram?  Are there any implications in having a gas pipeline 
embedded in a river system when, for instance, there are gas leaks? 
Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I cannot tell the member how many waterways are currently traversed by the 
pipeline.  We can endeavour to find out that information - it is not at hand.  The adviser and I are not familiar 
with the document prepared for the Department of Industry and Resources.  I do not know which river system 
the map refers to.  We do not believe it relates to any of the three reserves being excised through the Bill before 
the Committee.  Unfortunately, I am unable to tell the member to where map 41 refers. 
Hon DEE MARGETTS:  The answer from the parliamentary secretary and adviser is surprising.  This was one 
of the reports provided to me by one arm of government yesterday - I did not pull it out of thin air.  The fact the 
adviser is not familiar with it is of some concern.  The fact that the diagram or map cannot be identified, I 
assume, applies to every one of the diagrams in the report.  The information was given to me close to midday 
yesterday, and I am getting on top of the implications of the Dampier-Bunbury pipeline using a report with 
which the adviser is not familiar.  The fact that he is not clear about the report diagrams probably says something 
about the quality of the report writing.  We are still getting to grips with this matter.  Maybe the department that 
is required to make decisions on this matter is not as familiar as it should be.  My question relates to the general 
situation: what are the implications of embedding a gas pipeline in a river system if there is a leak, a fire or 
something of that nature?  One of the diagrams I have seen indicates a pipeline reserve in the Lancelin bomb 
range.  Will that be the case, and what are the implications of having a gas pipeline in a bombing range? 

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I am advised that the existing pipeline runs through that range, but the new 70-
metre corridor easement, although not part of the Bill as one of the three reserves, will go around the bombing 
range.  I appreciate that some matters relating to the Bill have only just occurred to Hon Dee Margetts.  I am not 
sure where she got the report from; I accept at face value that she was given it by government.  It is not a 
document familiar to us.  Importantly, the question she raises about that diagram does not relate to any of the 
three reserves involved in the Bill.  The purpose of the measure is to excise from three reserves that corridor 
land.  In two instances, it will excise the existing 30 metres, plus the extra 70 metres.  In the third case, it will 
excise only the existing pipeline land and for the extra 70 metres for the pipeline to loop around.  That is the 
purpose of this small Bill. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  If those various maps refer to creeks or river crossings, it has been identified by the 
parliamentary secretary that there is a river crossing in the area.  Which of those various maps refers to the areas 
involved in the measure before us? 

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I have explained to members that we are not familiar with the document.  The 
member well knows the answer: he knows I cannot point to a map in the document because I am not familiar 
with the document. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  I refer to a different area pertaining to this Bill.  We are dealing with three reserves 
being Cane River, Minyulo and Badgingarra.  The Cane River Conservation Park is not an A-class reserve.  Why 
is this within this sweep of the legislation given that theoretically we are dealing with only A-class nature 
reserves or national parks?  By the same token, the proposed corridor will pass through the Hill River Nature 
Reserve; this is an A-class nature reserve set aside for the conservation of flora and fauna.  Whilst the area has 
been degraded by previous pastoral activity, my understanding is that there is a requirement for the department 
to put before us at some stage some legislation to permit the statutory change of the existing pipeline easement 
and the future expansion of the easement by 70 metres. 
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Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  The member referred to the Cane River reserve.  Section 45 of the Land 
Administration Act refers to the types of reserves that apply in these circumstances; that is, if they are in excess 
of five per cent or one hectare, whichever is the smaller.  It also refers to class A nature reserves, conservation 
parks, national parks and nature reserves.  I am advised that Cane River is a nature reserve.  Hill River is an A-
class reserve.  It is not intended to excise the current pipeline from Hill River.  The proposed 70 metre extension 
does not go through Hill River; it goes around it. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  Given that the nature of this legislation is to specifically excise land from areas of high 
conservation - national parks, nature reserves or A-class reserves - why are we differentiating for one and not 
another?  Why do we need to excise this land? 

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I am advised that the three reserves are referred to in this legislation because plans 
are on the drawing board to duplicate the pipelines in those areas.  Where there is an extension of the corridor in 
a reserve, it is because there are plans to duplicate the pipeline through that area.  A second pipeline may not 
necessarily be built, but duplications may be built to increase pressure.  The three reserves that are named in the 
Bill are being excised because there are plans for the pipeline to go through that area.  The purpose of the Bill is 
to excise those areas in this instance where there are plans to duplicate the pipeline, because the purpose of the 
pipeline is incompatible with conservation, which I am sure members understand.  The question was asked: why 
not excise the 30 metre corridor through Hill River?  My advice is that there are no plans for a duplication that 
would affect the pipeline going through that Hill River area.  For present purposes the pipeline will be retained 
within that 30-metre corridor, and because there are no plans for duplication which would necessitate expanding 
that corridor, it has been left untouched.  I anticipate members might say that that still raises the question of the 
current corridor, the purposes of the corridor and conservation.  I understand that point, but I suppose the line is 
drawn where there are plans to duplicate the pipeline.  Where those plans to duplicate the pipeline impact on 
these reserves, the decision has been made that this Bill will sort out those issues where they arise and where 
plans for duplication affect those reserves.  Hill River is not affected in that regard. 

Hon PETER FOSS:  Did the corridor precede the declaration of Hill River Nature Reserve? 

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  We do not have that information.  The easement was done in 1984, so the rights to 
that corridor have been there since 1984.  I am not sure when Hill River was proclaimed. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  I thank the parliamentary secretary for his explanation.  I am more concerned about 
the document in front of me, which is the Dames and Moore - Dampier to Bunbury Natural Gas Pipeline 
Corridor Expansion.  At page 6.30 in the second paragraph under “Hill River Nature Reserve” it states - 

The proposed corridor passes through a highly disturbed area of the Hill River Nature Reserve that is 
dominated by pasture species and appears to have been grazed by cattle. 

That statement indicates that the proposed corridor passes through the Hill River Nature Reserve.  When the 
parliamentary secretary spoke on this issue, he alluded to the fact that we had to deal with the Badgingarra aspect 
because the corridor passed through it.  However, in all the discussions so far, it has been identified that the 70-
metre easement does not pass through Badgingarra; it passes around it.  

The CHAIRMAN:  This Bill deals with three specific reserves.  I have allowed a certain amount of discussion on 
clause 1 because the questions were asked by the minister in his response to the second reading.  However, if I 
were to allow the discussion to continue along its present course, we could traverse the whole 1 500 kilometres 
of the Dampier to Bunbury pipeline, when that is not proposed to be excised at this stage.  I will let the 
parliamentary secretary answer the question.  If there is one other specific question that relates as close as it can 
to the Bill, I will offer the call to Hon Robin Chapple.  If not, I must move through the Bill because the issues 
raised are better dealt with at some other time.  

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  Thank you, Mr Chairman.  For the main part, any proposal to extend around Hill 
River would pass around the reserve.  As I indicated earlier, it is a slither - 0.4 of a hectare - less than the one 
hectare prescribed by the legislation that allows the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure to deal with it.  
There is no need to excise 0.4 of a hectare from the Hill River Nature Reserve because the minister can deal with 
that area by order.  

Hon DEE MARGETTS:  Our questions at this stage are directly relevant to clause 1 inasmuch as it describes 
what is necessary under law for this pipeline to be legal.  It describes which reserves, according to the 
Government, should have parliamentary scrutiny to legitimise the pipeline.  The Democrats want to establish 
whether the Government has done all that is necessary in proper dealing with reserves to make the pipeline legal.  
I am arguing that our questions are absolutely relevant to this clause.  If big chunks of reserve are left out that 
should be left in, the whole nature of this Bill may be in jeopardy, even if we deal with it clause by clause.  If 
those questions are not answered, the Bill could be challenged in the future.  
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The CHAIRMAN:  I am not arguing that the questions to date have not been relevant to clause 1.  If they had not 
been, I would have ruled them out of order.  I am suggesting that some of the questions relate to clauses 5, 6 or 7 
because they are the specific reserves.  When we deal with the specific reserves, it will be possible to invite 
comment on why certain other matters were not included.  I am trying to move on so that we can get answers to 
the questions members have raised.  I am not trying to shorten the debate by any improper means.  

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  The Bill does not make the pipeline legal.  That was done in the early 1980s.  The 
pipeline is legal.  This Bill excises three areas of land from reserve status.  Notwithstanding that the corridor is 
legal, the purpose of the corridor - namely, an area to contain the gas pipeline - is incompatible with conservation 
requirements.  Therefore, as a matter of good policy, three reserves are being excised.  The Bill does not address 
the heart of the validity of the pipeline.  That matter was dealt with more than 20 years ago.  

Hon PETER FOSS:  I must agree with the parliamentary secretary.  This can be considered in two ways.  The 
parliamentary secretary correctly said that if something is done in a reserve that is authorised by law but which is 
inconsistent with the general policy of an Act, it is appropriate to advise the public of that and ensure that status.   

There is another aspect to it.  Consequential provisions Bills are frequently introduced to create brand new 
substitute Acts.  We substitute the name of the new Act for the old Act in a large range of referring Acts.  We do 
not have to do that because, as a matter of general statutory interpretation, when one Act is replaced by another, 
to make sense of the second Act, we refer to the replacing Act.  The Act has become law, but for the better 
information of the public and because that is the practice we follow, we replace the old name with the new name.  
It is not required to give effect to it and it does not change the law.  It means that when people read that Act they 
are immediately directed to the relevant statute.  The parliamentary secretary has correctly pointed out that this 
legislation is more a housekeeping matter.  It clarifies the fact that the effect of the legal activities of the pipeline 
allow things to be done that are inconsistent with an A-class reserve.  We are making it clear to the public that 
that is the case by withdrawing the status for that path.  It is good management and good government.  If 
something is left out, it will in no way endanger anything.  I do not know that that which has been left out of the 
Bill is all that relevant other than for the purpose of pointing it out.  I do not think there is any argument about it.  
If the Government decides to leave out an area, it can leave it out.  If that is the case, I cannot see that things left 
out are the subject of this Bill. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  The issue I am trying to get to is specific to the Badgingarra reserve.  I can deal with 
that now, or I can deal with that when we get to the clause.   

The CHAIRMAN:  I think it is proper that it be dealt with when we get to the clause.  The reason I want to get to 
part 2 is that it deals with excision of land from reserves.  It is relevant when we are dealing with the specific 
reserves for the member to ask why other reserves have not been included, but at the moment we are on the 
preliminaries of the Bill.   

Clause put and passed.   

Clauses 2 to 4 put and passed.   

Clause 5:  Reserve no. 27219 (Minyulo nature reserve) -  
The CHAIRMAN:  This is the appropriate part of the Bill in which to talk about not only this reserve but also 
reserves in the immediate area that may or may not have been included.  The point needs to be made that the Bill 
deals with three reserves.  If that is all the Government wants to deal with in the Bill, that is the Government’s 
business, so to speak, and that is all the Chamber can consider.  However, I accept that Hon Robin Chapple is 
seeking to raise some relevant issues that may require a separate Bill at some stage.   

Hon DEE MARGETTS:  A constituent has asked me to ask, so that it can be put on record: what is the relative 
cost of putting the pipeline through the Minyulo Nature Reserve as opposed to along the Brand Highway 
reserve?   

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  We do not have a specific figure for that.  As members will know, the pipeline is 
now owned by Epic Energy, and, from the Government’s point of view, any proposal to build a duplicate 
pipeline would be a matter for private interests to consider.  The Government sends surveyors and engineers into 
the field to make learned assessments about the likely engineering tasks and the amount of deviation that would 
be required to avoid certain areas.  Without having a specific project budget in mind, the Government makes 
assessments of what would be cost prohibitive based on its engineering advice and of what would be feasible 
economically or environmentally.  I cannot give a figure for what it would cost to have a duplicate pipeline 
around this reserve, remembering that it already has a pipeline through it.   

Hon DEE MARGETTS:  The implication from the comments of the parliamentary secretary is that I was 
suggesting that the Government should do something that would be even more expensive.   

Hon Graham Giffard:  I did not suggest that. 
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Hon DEE MARGETTS:  The parliamentary secretary did not give any indication and said the pipeline is in 
private hands; therefore, it is out of the Government’s hands.  That is even more scary.  I understand that 
according to engineers who were approached by local residents it is more difficult to go across a waterway such 
as Minyulo Brook than across the Brand Highway reserve.  That is why I asked how many waterways would be 
traversed, because from an engineering perspective it is easier to use the Brand Highway reserve than to cross 
Minyulo Brook.   

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  A range of matters are taken into consideration.  One matter is the scope and cost of 
the engineering project involved, remembering also that when we deviate a pipeline we do not just put a little 
elbow in it but may need to go a fair way around to link the pipeline back in.  Another matter is having an 
existing pipeline corridor through a reserve and having essentially a duplicate pipeline that is at a significant 
distance away but nevertheless has its own environmental impact.  As I indicated to members earlier, I am 
advised that the feasible alternative to going through Minyulo Nature Reserve would involve a double creek 
crossing.  I am not sure whether that also involved the highway reserve.  It seems to me that that would also 
involve significant environmental considerations. 

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  Subclause (2) states that the reserve is amended by excising an area of 
6.855 5 hectares.  Can the parliamentary secretary identify how much of that is for the existing 30-metre reserve 
and how much of that is for the 70-metre extension?   

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I cannot give an exact answer, but I hazard a guess that the 30-metre corridor would 
constitute 30 per cent of the area and the 70-metre extension to the corridor would constitute 70 per cent of the 
area.   

Clause put and passed.   

Clause 6:  Reserve no. 31809 (Badgingarra national park) -  

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  Subclause (2) states that the reserve is amended by excising an area of 12.799 
hectares.  Can the parliamentary secretary identify what percentage is the 30 metres and what percentage is the 
70 metres?   

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I think that is a trick question!  This is 100 per cent of the 30-metre corridor, 
because I am advised this is the one where the 70-metre corridor goes around the Badgingarra reserve.   

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  Why then are we making an excision for the Badgingarra reserve if the pipeline does 
not go through it?  

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  The Badgingarra reserve is being excised because the current pipeline goes through 
it.  That land is still part of that reserve.  As I have indicated, and as Hon Peter Foss also pointed out, it is a 
matter of good public policy to be very clear about what is in a reserve and the purposes of that reserve.  The 
purposes of a pipeline are incompatible with the purposes of a conservation reserve.  The 70-metre extension 
corridor goes around the park but meets the point of the pipeline.  We are tidying up by declaring that those 
purposes are incompatible and excising the area of the existing pipeline.   

Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  I thank the parliamentary secretary for the answers.  I now wish to clarify - this is the 
issue - why we are excising the existing pipeline from the Badgingarra reserve when we are not dealing with 
Coomallo Nature Reserve, which is within system 5 and has been identified as a future A-class reserve.  A 
pipeline goes through that area, but it will not be excised.  Why are we not dealing with the Twyata Nature 
Reserve, which is affected by an existing and a proposed pipeline?  The parliamentary secretary has used the 
argument of the areas that are to be disturbed.  The area in the Twyata Nature Reserve that will be disturbed is 
3.3 hectares.  There are some inconsistencies that we need to get to the bottom of.  Any other excisions from the 
other A-class reserves and national parks that run along the length of this pipeline also need to be subject to an 
authorising Act.   

Hon GRAHAM GIFFARD:  I take the point that Hon Robin Chapple makes.  I do not have at hand an 
explanation of why this Bill does not excise land from Coomallo Nature Reserve.  There could be a number of 
reasons.  This is not the only mechanism for excising reserve land in situations of incompatible usage.  I have 
indicated that the minister is able to excise slithers of reserves of less than a hectare without seeking 
parliamentary approval because the minister already has parliamentary approval to do that.  I am advised that 
there are a number of means by which these things can be dealt with.  The three reserves referred to in the Bill 
are the three that are significant enough for the Government to seek to have them excised.  I understand the 
member’s point about the apparent inconsistency.  I will seek a more detailed explanation about why we do not 
propose to excise Coomallo Nature Reserve through this Bill.   

Clause put and passed.   
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Clause 7 put and passed.   

Title put and passed. 
Report 

Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Graham Giffard (Parliamentary Secretary), and passed. 
 


